Philipp Gulde nominated for the Schmidt Science Fellows postdoctoral program

One of the doctoral students at the Chair of Human Movement Science, Philipp Gulde, has been nominated as one of five doctoral students of TUM for the “Schmidt Science Fellows Program”. The program “aims to equip the next generation of leaders and innovators with the tools and opportunities to drive world-changing advances across the sciences and society by giving them a year of scientific broadening between their PhD and the start of their research career.” The cooperation of the Schmidt Science Fellows, the Rhodes Trust and leading academic institutions offers a postdoctoral year at a cutting-edge lab. An additional Global Meeting Series will take place in London, Boston, and San Francisco and cover topics like leadership and the interface of science and the public as well as private sector. We wish Philipp the best for the next steps in the selection process. For further information on the Schmidt Science Fellows visit https://schmidtsciencefellows.org.